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Where do we come at customer choice from?
Exclusive Telecare Provider

3 Emergency Resolution Centres

To partner with customers in maintaining
their dignity and independence at home, by
providing (technology) health solutions that
give them the support required to remain
at home.
The outcome is that customers will be able
to live in their own homes for 4 years
longer.

Retail/B2C marketing approach
Technology Agnostic

The UK’s only Which?
Approved alarm service
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The UK’s only Which?
Approved alarm service

Taking a “customer-led” approach: our
TEC industry opportunity
•

Focus on outcomes and health BENEFITS

•
•

Solutions designed to meet customer needs
Designed to meet their lifestyle requirements

•

How to work with partners to deliver an “entire” service offering

•

Avoid “technology looking for a solution”

•

Avoid catering only for a subset of needs – think “whole person”

“We see our customers as invited guests to a party, and we are the hosts. It’s our job every day to
make every important aspect of the customer experience a little bit better.” Jeff Bezos
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“Before seeking to be understood, seek
first to understand.”
• What are the key triggers for consideration?
• When do people start to think about our
solutions?
• What’s their health journey and what part do we
play?
• What are their aspirations and fears?
• Who makes the buying decisions?
• What’s their purchase journey?
• How are the needs of the Loved Ones and their
Carers different?
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Customer concerns about TEC
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Source: PPP Taking Care Motivations to Purchase online survey
Base: All users or active considerers of telecare

Price was
off putting

Unsuitable
for the home

No concerns

Supporting Customer Choice
• Relevant to customer needs/Stage of mobility journey
• In-home, Out of Home and BOTH
• “Guided” options – helping customers choose easily and safely
• (Bronze, Silver, Gold): NOT a product brochure
• Clear markers of quality that Customers recognise - TSA QSF, ISO, EN,
Trustpilot
• Health outcomes: From emergency to prevention
• Needs of Loved Ones AND Carers
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